About the right way to sacrifice

My greeting for you is Peace, deep Peace! May it dwell in your hearts and grow there deeper and deeper. Do not think that this will happen on its own, your commitment is required. Many regard our communications from higher worlds as a gift from Heaven to everyone without their own engagement. However, that is not the way it is. You will have Peace if you examine everything and eliminate anything that could disturb you: turn away your thoughts immediately from that which is not Peace. Quiet all bad vibrations by turning away your gaze and refusing to engage in anything that would drag you down. Watch yourselves for you are chosen ones because God called you and if you have heard, then you must follow the call.

Make a sacrifice of your gifts! Many think that one has to give money or earthly goods. I tell you, however, one is as important as the other. Donate a glance or a thought, then do not dwell on it but discard it.

Dwelling on something that is not good brings no blessing. When you want to go somewhere knowing that no blessing can come from it, stay away. That is the right way of sacrificing. Sacrifice on the altar of your heart, you who are chosen ones, who were given the Word.

I have stretched out my hand and touched you in your heart, you are mine. Do not back away, for a vast emptiness would be the consequence for you. How will you find your way back if no new call goes out to you?

Do not get angry at anything or anybody, do not think too much, turn your thoughts off, do not allow yourself to be stuck in some cycle or other, or to be tossed about, for you are doing yourself injustice. Calm your thoughts and remain in God and He will remain in you. You must give yourself over to Him completely. Choose friends who you can learn from. Where this is not possible, stay away. That is the sacrifice demanded of the chosen ones by the Higher World. Nobody is forced to make it, not even you – you are permitted.
Behold, the days are short, very short, that remain for the world to prepare itself and merge with the vibration, for the Kingdom of Peace has drawn close and it must begin in you. Not only in you however, but in every individual who comes in contact with you, who drinks your breath, who feels your love, who looks into your eyes and finally follows in your footsteps. The new light, the new day will break very soon: not everyone can withstand the upheaval of the transformation.

We, however, need forerunners. You are to be these forerunners. Everyone has the responsibility; everyone who stays on top helps a world below to ascend; everyone who falls delivers death to it. Our love is inexpressible, our eyes scanned all the lands, seeking human souls who hunger and thirst and strive for the Heights. We found you, gathered you together and held you together to this day.

Do not pay attention to difficulties, do not worry about them! Rest in God! Calm and quiet smooth and settle anything and everything! At this moment you cannot comprehend it yet, but I tell you, it takes but a little practice and you will have understood that difficulties will disappear like fog before the sun if only you heed our words and set about your work in your heart. Everyone work on their inner self until he has reached the Height. This can happen very quickly. For this reason you are to pass on our words. It is wonderful to have found hearts and souls who are willing to do a work. But do not bother with everyday trivialities, do not bemoan some loss or other, do not deal with annoyances.

It is good to remain in HIM, in the vibration of pace and harmony.

Do not be too indolent for the work on yourselves. Not much time is left! A pioneer must be ready to start and to march just as a soldier must be. He must say goodbye to the old and familiar, must look forward and walk across into the other world which is unknown to him. The soldier of your earthly world marches to war full of chaos, unrest, murder and suffering. You, however, are to be soldiers of the higher World who march into Peace for all, for worlds and for Heavenly Kingdoms. We need you and the voice that calls out far and away and that resonates in all hearts.
You see that it is high time; you are partially responsible for how much chaos there is still going to be, how many cries of war. The more you are the Light the lighter and more quickly will the path of the wonderful New open up. Everything rests in your hands, in your thoughts and reflections, no, in your calmness.

The Peace of God now enters deeply into your hearts. Peace be in you, only Peace. Sense this Peace, feel it, let it penetrate into your deepest self and fill you completely. This Peace comes from worlds that are still unfathomable to you. Become aware of this and think Peace, speak peace and feel Peace. Let it penetrate deeply, more every day, more deeply every hour, for it is in this way that you must erase experiences inscribed on the tablets of your previous lives. This Peace is to silence the war cries in your subconscious layers. With this peace you are to purify all layers of your subconscious, you are to penetrate them and make them free from sin. In spite of all recognition and all the effort expended in order to create the New, it is hardly possible to finish attending to all the records of one’s previous lives. But there is a sponge that will wipe out. this sponge is called Peace.

Therefore, Peace to your thoughts, Peace to your deeds, Peace in God. And wherever you are insulted in any way do not spend a thought on it, for that clinging thought is the recording pen; think neither of the incident nor of the originator nor of the vibration. Immediately and decisively turn away and embed yourself in the waves of Peace. For the one who achieves this it is a masterpiece; but you must accomplish it for I tell you, for us who are used to Peace, it is a small matter.

It is important for you to purify your own heart and to keep it sanctified for Him Who alone is Holy --- GOD ---!